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THE ZERO DIVISOR CONJECTURE
FOR SOME SOLVABLE GROUPS

ROBERT L. SNIDER

Let F be a field and G a group. The zero divisor conjecture
states that if G is torsion free, then the group algebra F[G] is
torsion free. A series of papers by various authors have result-
ed in a proof of this conjecture for polycyclic-by-finite groups.
The next most natural step would seem to be groups which
are poly-(torsion free rank one abelian)-by-finite. These are
pcecisely the solvable groups of finite cohomological dimension.
A perhaps more attractive description of these groups is the
solvable-by-finite subgroups of GLn(Q), Q being the rational
numbers. We are able to prove this conjecture for the class of
these groups where the primes in the finite "top" are different
from the primes that make the rank one abelian factors non
finitely generated. The key ingredient in the proof is a local-
ization theorem which makes these non-Noetherian group rings
Noetherian.

If A is a finite rank torson free abelian group, pick a free
abelian subgroup F such that A/F is torsion. The spectrum (spec A)
is the set of primes p such that the p-primary component of A/F
is infinite [14, p. 167]. If N is a torsion free finite rank nilpotent
group, Spec (N) is defined to be the union of the spectrum of the
factors of the lower central series. We prove the

THEOREM A. Let G be a torsion free group with normal sub-
groups N and H such that N is finite rank nilpotent, H/N is
abelian, and [G: H] < <χ>. //char F = 0 and π(G/H) Π Spec (N) = 0 ,
then F[G] has no zero divisors.

Theorem A is a generalization of the known result for poly-
cyclic-by-finite groups [4]. The theorem for poly cyclic-by-finite
groups is known in all characteristics [3].

If one removes the condition that π(G/H) Π Spec N = 0 , then
the groups of Theorem A are precisely the solvable-by-finite sub-
groups of GLn{Q), Q the rationale [8, 9, 11]. Also these are the
solvable-by-finite groups of finite cohomological dimension [7, p. 155],

The main tool needed to prove this result is a localization
theorem which then allows one to apply the techniques of [4] to
prove Theorem A.

Let N be a torsion free nilpotent group. Let S = F[N] — ω(N)
where ω(N) is the augmentation ideal of F[N]. If N is finitely
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generated, one can form the localization S^FIN] [13, p. 496].
Since the general N is a union of its finitely generated subgroups,
it is easy to see that S"1F[iV] always exists.

THEOREM B. If N is a finite rank torsion free nilpotent group
and c h a r F = 0 or char F — p and pi Spec (JV), then S^FIN] is
Noetherian.

Theorem B is a theorem of Brewer, Costa, and Lady when N
is abelian [1].

In §1, we deduce Theorem A from Theorem B. Theorem B is
then proved in §2.

This paper is essentially a continuation of [4]. The reader
should be familiar with that paper.

1* Zero divisors* We first need an easy lemma that was
pointed out to me by K. A. Brown.

LEMMA 1. Suppose H<\G and [G:H]< oo. If F[H] is an
Ore domain, then F[G] has no zero divisors if and only if F[P]
has no zero divisors for each pSylow subgroup P/H of G/H.

Proof Let T be the nonzero elements of F[H], T is an Ore
set for F[H] and, since H<\G, also for F[G] [13, p. 609]. T-χF[G\
is finite dimensional over D — T~XF\H\ Its dimension over D is
[G: H] = pp pp. Let J be a right ideal of T-λF[Gl If P/H is
a prSylow subgroup of G/H, then T~ιF[P] is a division ring of
dimension pf* over D. dim^ (I) = άimτ-iFίPl(I) dim^ T'^P] whence
pp\άimD(I). This implies I = T-ιF[G] and T~ιF[G] is a division
ring.

The following is a slight generalization of Theorem 1 of [4].
By rank, we mean the reduced rank of a module [6].

LEMMA 2. Let R be a Noetherian domain and A a prime ring
containing R(same 1). Suppose A is a finite dimensional free
module over R with a basis xu — , xn such that Rxt = XiR. If the
global dimension of A is finite, then A is a domain if and only if
for every finitely generated protective A-module P,

Proof. Suppose A is a domain. Let T be the nonzero elements
of R. Since R is Noetherian, T is an Ore set. Since Rxt = xtR, T
is also an Ore set for A. Since A is a domain, T~ιA is a division
ring of dimension n over T^R.
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rankΛ(P) =

Conversely, if T is not a domain, there must exist a left ideal
/ with 1 <; rank^ (I) < rank* (T) = n. We resolve I with finitely
generated projectives:

0 >Pn v >p1 >po , J = 0 .

Since the reduced rank is additive on short exact sequences [6], we
have rankΛ (/) = Σ*=o ( — 1)* rankΛ (P,). Therefore n does not divide
rankΛ (P<) for some i.

LEMMA 3. // 1 = Go £ Gx £ £ Gn = G is α normal series
for G with torsion free abelian factors, then F[G] is an Ore domain.

Proof By induction on the length of the series, we assume
that F[Gn_,] is an Ore domain. F[G] = lim F[H] for H/Gn^ finitely
generated abelian. F[H] is clearly Ore since it is an iterated
twisted Laurent series ring over F[GΛ_J. Therefore F[G] is an
Ore domain.

Proof of Theorem A* We may assume G is finitely generated.
By Lemma 3, F[H] is an Ore domain. By Lemma 1, we may
assume G/H is a p-group. As has been pointed out by Brown [2], it
suffices to prove the theorem for fields F with char F = p. Let S =
F[N]-ω(n). By Theorem B, S-'FIN] is Noetherian since p i Spec(JV).
By the proof of Lemma 13.3.5 of [13], S is an Ore set for F[H]
and F[G]. H/N is finitely generated twisted Laurent series ring
over S^FIN] and is therefore Noetherian. Let 1 = xlt x2, •••,&»
be a transversal for H in G. x19 , xn is a free basis for i^fG]
over F[H] and hence for S~Ψ[G] over S'ΦIH]. Hence S-^tG] is
Noetherian. Also S^FIH^ = ^"^[JEΓ]. G has finite cohomologi-
cal dimension [7, p. 155]; whence F[G] and also S^FIG] have finite
global dimension. Let P be a finitely generated protective ^ " ^ [ G ] -
module. Let F be a S'^ffiΓJ-module with trivial action. P ® ^ ^ ] J?7

is an F[G/iϊ]-module under an obvious action. In fact, it is a free
F[G/iϊ]-module since F[G/H] is a local ring. Thus [G: H]\
dimF(P®s-iFίlfiF). By Lemma 2, the theorem will follow from the

Claim. If P is a finitely generated projective S^
then XB.nks-iF[m(P) = dimF ( P ® 5 - ^ [ H ] F).

To establish the claim, first note that S~λF[N] is a local ring
and hence all projective S~1J?7[iS7']-modules are free. Since H/N is a
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finitely generated free abelian group, S-'FIH] is an iterated twist-
ed Laurent series ring over S^FIN], The twisted Grothendieck
theorem [5] implies that all finitely generated protective S^FIH]-
modules are stably free. Therefore P 0 S-1F[H]1Λ = S'ΨIHY for
some m and t. Since rank is additive, rank (P) = t — m. Also

( P 0 S-Ψ[HT) ® θ - i , [ j n F = [ P ® β - i W Π 0 [S~Ψ[Hr] ® s - i m / ] F

= [P®8-iFtmF] θ ί 7 ^ S-iF[HY ®siFίmF = F* .

Therefore dim^ [PQs-^FimF] = t — m and the claim is established.

2* Localization* It is well known that if 72 is a commutative
Noetherian ring and / is an ideal, then the /-adic completion R (i.e.,
the inverse limit lim R/In) is again Noetherian. It has been observed

by many mathematicians [e.g., [10]] that the usual commutative
proof gives the following noncommutative proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. // / is an ideal of a ring R such that R/I is
left Noetherian and I is generated by a finite number of elements
of the center of R, then R is left Noetherian.

LEMMA 4. If R is a left Noetherian local ring and I is an
ideal generated by central elements, then every left ideal of R is
closed in the I-adic topology.

Proof. Since / is centrally generated, it satisfies the strong
Artin-Rees property by Lemma 11.2.1 of [13]. The usual commuta-
tive proof then gives the result.

LEMMA 5. Let G be a subgroup of the torsion free nilpotent
group N. If S = F[N] - ω(N) and T = F[G] - ω[G], then S-'FIN]
is a faithfully flat extension of T~ιF\G\.

Proof. Since N is nilpotent, G is a subnormal subgroup of N.
Since a faithfully flat extension of a faithfully flat extension is
faithfully flat, it suffices to consider the case when G is a normal
subgroup of N. Since G is normal, the proof of Lemma 13.3.5 of
[13] implies T is an Ore set for F[N], Since F[N] is free and
hence flat over F[G], T~Ψ[N] is free and hence flat over T~ιF[G\.
S-'FiG] is a localization of T^FiN) and is therefore flat over
T-Ψ[N] and hence over T-ψ[G]. The faithfulness follows from
the fact that T-XF[G]IT-^{G) inbeds in S-1JFτ[JSΓ]/ST-1α>[iVr]-

Proof of Theorem B. We induct on the class of the nilpotent
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group N. When N is commutative, the result is a special case of
a theorem of Brewer, Costa and Lady [1].

In general, let Z be the center of N and A a finitely generated
subgroup of Z such that Z/A is torsion. If char F = p > 0, we
may assume that Z/A has no elements of order p. Let zeZ. Pick n
minimal with z* e A. Then 1 - zn = (1 - z)(l + s + +z*~ι). 1 +
s + s—1 $ ω(N) since w Φ 0(mod p). Therefore 1 - 2 6 S~XF\N\<U{A)

whence S - T T O A ) - S-\F[iVXZ). S-χF\NMS-χF\N\ω{A) ~
S-ΨINVS-ΨINMZ) gz S-^t^/Z] which is Noetherian by induction.
Also since A is central and finitely generated, jS~1F[i\Γ]α)(̂ 4) is
generated by finitely many central elements. By the proposition,

the S~1JP7[iVr](ί)(A)-adic completion Ŝ ΛPfiV] is left Noetherian. Let
/ be a finitely generated left ideal of F[N], Let r/1 6 f|?=i OS"1/ +
(S~\F[JV]α>(A))Λ). We may choose a finitely generated subgroup G
such that A £ (?, the generators of I are contained in F[G], and
r e i^[G]. Let T = S n ί*[G] = F[G]-α)(G). S"1/ - S-^IiSΓKJ n F[G]).
JP[G] and hence T-ψ[G] is Noetherian. Since S^FIN] is faithfully
flat by Lemma 5,

r/1 e Π iS-1JFτ[JV][(J Π Γ-^tG]) + Γ-^fGj^CA)^ n
Λ = l

= Π[(/Π Γ
l

= I n Γ-^tG] by Lemma 4

Therefore I is closed in the S~1i<1[iVr]α)(.A)-adic topology. With
1 = 0 , we have f}™^ S~1F[N]ω(A)n — 0. A noncommutative version
of Theorem 31.8 of [12] now gives the theorem.
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